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No, We Are Not Closing
When word spread of our auction of Museum items, several
folks asked if we were closing. On the contrary, we are very
much alive and well. Our coffers are fuller, our attic is emptier,
and our collection is more refined. Donors are relieved to pass
treasures along, and purchasers’ hearts are beating faster.
Everyone can be assured that choice items in the collection and
those relevant to the Babcock or Smith families are safe and
still with us.
Rescheduled twice because of COVID-19, the auction took
place on September 18, a perfect day with buyers sitting in the
shade of our landmark beech tree, runners delivering intriguing
objects, and vendors and our own “family” selling their wares. As summer progressed, Mary Cool and Jan Tunney started planning the refreshments, figuring out the layout, and contacting
Here is how it all unfolded:
vendors. Joe Coduri, our librarian, gathered and priced dupliWe had groaned when we faced the daunting task of invencate books about Rhode Island history. Linda Smith Chaffee
torying the contents of the attic. Some items may have been
stitched away on quilts. Donors contributed additional items.
stored there before the Smith family moved in the mid-1800’s
And Ellen, chair of the event, tried to put together the pieces.
and, like many of our relatives, the Smiths simply added to the
collection.
Then—whoosh—the last-minute push began. Bob and Brian
After the trustees agreed to sell some of the items, Lido Mochetti helped us decide what we absolutely must save. Ed Fazio
and Ellen Madison invited Bob Ward and Brian Birch of Homespun Cottage Antiques and Collectibles to come see what items
they might like to buy. They started to sift through things,
creating a pile, and then Bob said, “You guys should have an
auction.” Ellen responded that she knew nothing about auctions. Who would do it? How would we do it? Bob immediately
volunteered that he knew how and he would do it! Plus, he
would donate all the proceeds and all the work involved. And
off we went.
Linda Smith Chaffee and Ellen deaccessioned pieces. Bob Madison sorted through boxes of literary and religious publications
and tied them in bundles. Then, in June, while it was still cool,
we had a workday to pass things down two flights of narrow
twisting stairs bucket-brigade style. After storing them in the
basement of the Carriage House, the Isaac Smith room, and
the workshop, we found it nearly impossible to move in any of
those spaces.
All but two pieces came down that day. Later, after Ed had
removed the casing around some ducts in the stairwell, he and
Harry Bjorkland wrestled the Victorian love seat and a large
headboard down the stairs.

took photographs of every item and Bob posted them on his
auction website. Betty-Jo Cugini hosted Ellen on her radio program. Tony Smith printed name tags and made signs which Jan
and Mary gussied up. A team hoisted tents and set up tables,
and Bob and Brian put smalls into boxes to sell as lots.

On Saturday morning, a host of volunteers strengthened their
calf muscles, making trip after trip up from the basement, their
arms loaded. Bed parts magically appeared, and the Victorian
sofa, along with its matching chairs, came out of the Isaac
Smith room. The lawn looked as though there really was going
to be a big event there.
At 1, the preview began. Potential buyers examined the items
and browsed at the vendors’ tables. The smell of hotdogs
wafted through the air. Trustees and docents took their places.
Then, at 2, the action began.
Waving his cane to point out pieces, Bob Ward kept things
moving quickly. His humor, his gentle reminders to the crowd
of why they were gathered, and his expertise kept the helpers
hopping and the crowd bidding. At the end, miraculously, not
one single thing was left.
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In the attic, Bob Madison sorts through sheet
music, old religious tracts, and literary magazines.
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Harry Bjorkland and Ed Fazio wrangle
the Victorian sofa down the attic stairs.

The tent crew raises one of the tents.

Toni Michaels’ soaps, Angela O’Connell’s shells, Dolls by Carrie (Wanda Butler's mother), the museum’s
duplicate books, Linda Smith Chaffee’s quilts, and dog treats from Woofies Dog Bakery are all for sale.

Bob Ward boxes small items.

Tony Smith and Joe Coduri pause
after setting up the book table.

Lido Mochetti peruses items
on display during the preview.

Trustees: Maureen J. Bjorkland, Chair; Andrew Bicknell, Jacqueline F. Brennan, Susan Sullivan Brocato, Linda Smith Chaffee, Edward A. Fazio, Betty-Jo Cugini
Greene, Stephen M. Greene, Ellen L. Madison, Ph.D., Andrew Rogers, Anthony Gallup Smith. Official publication of the Orlando R. Smith Trust, DBA Babcock-Smith
House Museum, published twice a year as a non-profit organization. Babcock-Smith House Museum, 124 Granite Street, Westerly, RI 02891 401-596-5704
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The crowd registers.

Mary Cool and Jan Tunney (back to us) put out the refreshments.
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Bob Ward begins the auction.

Auctioneer Bob Ward and auction chair Ellen Madison collapse when
all is sold.

A lover of chairs loads his truck.
Trust Chair Maureen Bjorkland receives the check from Bob Ward as
Ellen Madison stands by.
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Who Are IC, JC and SC?
By Ellen Madison

In the midst of a hectic pre-auction week, I received an inquiry
from Brenda Page from Union, Maine, who asked me if one of
the spinning wheels pictured on the auction site had a maker’s
mark and/or a decorative element of stars/flowers on the table
end. I hauled out a flax wheel from our pile of items to be
auctioned and was excited to find, counter to all my expectations, that, yes, it had “IC” and stars/flowers on it. I sent her the
photo and waited for her reply.
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has several unusual features. Most great wheels are threelegged. Not only is this one four-legged, but it has a stringer
between the uphill legs! It also appears to be tension-less,
which is fairly unusual, especially for northern wheels.”

Well, yes, she hesitantly said. I had made a great discovery, but,
actually, she was inquiring about the OTHER flax wheel, the one
with red and white paint which I would have noticed if I had
paid more attention to the photo she had included. Back I went
and repeated the process. Lo and behold, it, too, had a maker’s
mark, this time “JC” and stars/flowers on it.

Although I had taken it for granted (foolish me) that there was
no maker’s mark on mine, my brother later said, “Let’s take it
over to the light and look.” There was “JC.”

We soon became eager correspondents and she told me that
there is a theory in the antique-wheel world that these flax
wheels, which have a distinctive design and usually are marked
with the initials “JC,” “IC” or “SC,” belonged to a wheelmaker
family from Rhode Island or Connecticut. Brenda was hoping that our museum might be able to shed some light on the
wheel’s history. She has a collection of these “autographed”
wheels and one can learn what makes these wheels unique
by looking at her blog https://exquisitemachinery.wordpress.
com/2020/06/07/julia/.
The excitement was mounting. Brenda asked me if there were
any wheels on display in the house. I looked. The flax wheel
in the keeping room. Yes. The great wheel upstairs. Yes. And
it was almost an exact duplicate of mine.
We were now up to five. Brenda didn’t stop. She found a
matching great wheel offered for sale by a woman from North
Stonington, CT, in whose family it had been for generations.
Six local wheels.

In the course of our correspondence, I mentioned that I had
inherited a great wheel for which I was trying to find a new
home. Thinking that she might know someone who was looking
for a great wheel to use in reenactments, she asked me for a
photo which I dutifully took. Moments after I sent the photo,
I received an excited email, “Oh, what a lovely wheel! And it

The day of the auction arrived and Brenda and her friend
Sue Nowak picked up my great wheel and then came to the
auction. They didn’t buy the flax wheels, but, after the auction was over, they came to me with a sparkle in their eyes.
Brenda showed me a yarn winder which had not received
much attention. Did you guess? Same initials. “JC.” Seven.
In the course of one week, seven wheels had surfaced within
ten miles. It is likely that these wheels were no longer used
after the 1830’s when the Industrial Revolution began to
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dominate the textile industry in Rhode Island. Although it is
hard to date old wheels based on their appearance, these
wheels probably come from the late 1700’s or early 1800’s.
Days later, Brenda sent the following (condensed for space):
“[Your great wheel] is spinning again! And it is a lovely, solid,
smooth spinner. I know it sounds silly, but ask anyone who
brings antique wheels back to life--there is an indescribable
moment when the wheel clicks into spinning mode where it
almost seems to say 'thank you, thank you.' These beautiful
machines were made to work and it is very rewarding to bring
them back to life. So, thank you, once again, for giving me this
wheel. I love it.
I have been dyeing handspun all week with plants from my
dye garden, but finally had time to get [your wheel] set up and
spinning.

I've done a little more research on the maker(s), have some
possible leads, but nothing definitive. Actually, we have three
people researching. I'm hoping we can pin something down in
the next month or so.
. . . One thing I found interesting in looking at all the wheels
this weekend, is that several of them had pretty severe 'woodworm'/powderpost beetle damage and my "SC" wheel also
does. In my experience, wheels and flax tools near the coast
tend to have more beetle damage. Another bit of possible
evidence supporting a Rhode Island maker.”
This is not the end of the story and, if you can add to it, please
do. The makers of these wheels remain a mystery. If you have
one of these wheels or are aware of a Westerly area family in
the 18th century who did carpentry, cabinetmaking, or any kind
of wood turning, any information would be helpful. Who are
IC, JC and SC?

Ellen with Brenda Page and Sue Nowak
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My Time with the Great Wheel
By Ellen Madison

When I was a little girl, the objects in my grandfather’s corncrib
were intriguing. Some I knew since I used to shell corn for the
chickens until my thumbs bled even though there was a contraption with wording on it which indicated to me that it would shell
the corn for me. My grandparents lived in a home which never
ever had running water, indoor plumbing or electricity, and this
shelling was often done in the kitchen by the woodstove. Perhaps
it kept our hands busy and, therefore, out of trouble.
The scythes were hung from the rafters, but across the rafters in
the back of the corncrib, high up above my head, was a spinning
wheel. I asked my aunt Eloise Saunders, born in 1908, about it.
She told me that, in her memory, it had never been taken down.
It was amazing that the wheel survived the ’38 Hurricane, a
legend in these parts, because the corncrib was picked up off its
granite posts and deposited several feet away, impaling itself on
one of the posts. Forevermore the granite post stuck up through
the corn piled in the bin on that side.
When I built my colonial reproduction home on the family farm
in 1972, I moved in with plywood subfloors and very little furniture; so I took down the spinning wheel and put it in my living
room to add some authenticity to my colonial “décor.” It was
missing a part, so my brother Bob built a crude replacement from
an oar and gave it to me for Christmas. For years, the wheel traveled around the house as I added wings and rooms and did its
job as a static decorative piece of furniture.
I don’t know the history of the wheel before its banishment to
the corncrib. My grandmother, Elizabeth Opie Saunders, came
from a family of lacemakers. Her grandfather, William Bailie, sold
lace made by his wife and daughters, but they were crocheters,
tatters, and women who did very fine handwork, and I do not
think that they ever used a spinning wheel.
The farmhouse was built in 1857 by Benjamin Burdick (my greatgreat grandfather) for his daughter Abby Susan Burdick who was
marrying Joseph T. Saunders. Family legend says that Burdick
did not think that his future son-in-law could support Abby so
he gave them the house as a wedding present. I have no reason
to believe that Abby used the spinning wheel, but she may have
brought it with her. Since my ancestors on both sides had been
in Westerly since the 1660’s and threw nothing away, it is likely
that the wheel was locally made by the same family who made
the wheels at the museum.
I am delighted to report that the wheel, which probably never
strayed further than ten miles beyond Westerly, has made an adventuresome trip to Maine. Now it is doing what it was meant to
do, and, after at least 120 years and likely many more, it is happily humming away. I am delighted that it has come to life again.
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Passing on “Family History”
By Susan Sullivan Brocato

The Babcock-Smith House Museum

Letter Susan Received from Jack Bolles
					

22 Sept. 2021

There was much excitement when the decision was made to have
an auction at the Museum. Cleaning out the attic and the nooks
and crannies was a winner. The collecting dust on these treasures
needed to be taken off and the items offered up at an auction for
others to have a piece of history.

I am sure you will be interested to know where your lovely
china set has gone. I was the lucky bidder—jumping in at
the opening bid of $100. I expected it to bring at least $500
and I’m sure the other bidder was a dealer who would have
broken it up which would have been a shame. In all my
years of collecting, I’ve never seen a nicer set.

When discussing the auction and how best to make it a successful event, it was decided to add some of our own history that was
applicable to the age and time of the Museum by donating some of
our treasures. Now, I really had a dilemma. Our family has proudly
owned and used a set of china that was purchased around the time
of Queen Victoria’s coronation in 1838 by Charles Brown Shaw, a
dry-goods merchant in Boston/Dedham, MA, and his wife Mary
Patterson Shaw who are my great-great grandparents.

My present home was acquired in 2007—a 1742 Conn. River Valley mansion house—the bank was ready to foreclose
and being in such sad shape, I’m sure it would have been
demolished. I knew exactly what I was getting into and
here it is fourteen years later having worked on it pretty
much every day—a lot of expense and just about broken
me—but saved it was!

Ever since I was a little girl, this china was used for special occasions and holidays and was known as the “Shaw China.” When my
grandmother passed away, my sister and I inherited the china and
it was split equally. I carried on the tradition by using this china for
special occasions and holidays too. Now that we are getting older
and don’t entertain like we used to, the dilemma was how to pass
on the china. As times have changed, entertaining is done in a
less formal manner. My sons were not interested in passing on this
tradition of the china, so what should I do?
The auction presented the perfect opportunity, but I couldn’t get
the idea out of my head about what my grandmother would have
thought about this. Talk about guilt when not passing this on to
another generation. Fortunately, this “guilt” was erased when the
china was purchased by someone who has renovated a 1742 home
in Connecticut and will be using this for personal use and not splitting it up for future auctions.

Judge Seter Wetmore (1700-1778) had the house built,
sending his three slaves here in the winter of 1740-41 to
dig the foundation. He was King Geo. III’s head man for
Middlesex Co. Seth’s nephew Aaron Burr studied law here
under him as did his grandnephew and Timothy Dwight and
Jonathan Edwards. Lafayette also visited here.
The Wetmore-Wells family maintained ownership until
1956—then Greene up until the time I bought it. The painted parlor from here is at the Wadsworth—paid $200,000
for it in 1986—a copy here in its place.
I believe it [the china] to be Old Paris Porcelain and possibly
a commissioned set—unless the jeweler had the “S” put on
over here. I’m sure there were many more pcs—lost, broken over the years. Know it has a good home and hopefully
someday in a house museum.

Last week I received a wonderful letter from the buyer. After
reading it, I know that the right decision was made and the guilt
erased. I will be answering his letter with some of the family history pertaining to the china, which means the family history of the
Shaw China will continue.

Docent Billie Ann Hutchins, Maureen Bjorkland, and Susan Brocato unpack the china as they get ready for the auction.
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New Homes
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New Babies
Julia Isabella Smith was born to Resident Manager Jackie Smith
on July 22, 2021. There have been three Julia Smiths to live
in the Babcock-Smith House: Julia Abbey Smith Rogers, sister
of the first Orlando; Julia Emeline Smith, daughter of the first
Orlando; and now Julia Isabella Smith.

Trustees Betty-Jo Cugini and Steve Greene had their new rug laid before
sundown.

Charles Alan Rogers was born to Trustee Andrew Rogers and
his wife Jenna on September 6, 2021. Charlie, who is named
after Andrew's father, has a big sister Nelli. A special thanks to
Andrew who helped with moving furniture for the auction with
a two-week-old baby at home.

William Hofferth posted this photo on our Facebook page of a table he
had made from an old storm door that had been in the museum cellar.

New Doors
The back door of Joshua's Store was badly rotted in the lower
frame, and the front door had a similar problem beginning.
The museum board authorized the replacement of both doors
with composite doors and frames so this problem will not arise
again. Morgan & Smith Inc. replaced the doors and, in the process, discovered rot that had penetrated down into the heavy
cross beam of the building. Joshua's Store is a renovated corn
crib that has been on the museum property since before living
memory and is a very solidly built structure. All the damage
has been repaired and David Reed has completed painting.

John McAfoos, the stepson of the stepson of Trustee Linda
Smith Chaffee, and his wife Allison welcomed Emeline Elise to
their family on September 30. If this were a blood relationship,
Emeline Gallup Smith would be the great-great-great-greatgreat-grandmother of our new Emeline. Please note that Linda
had no part in the naming of this great grandchild.
We celebrate the birth of all three of our babies.

New Tree

Reagan Tremblay’s CAR (Children of the American Revolution)
State Project was called H.O.P.E. - Helping Other People Excel.
The tree planting and dedication was the culmination of the
project. In the spring, she planted a cherry tree on the grounds
of the Museum in honor of Rhode Island’s veterans. On July 3,
veterans from the local VFW attended the dedication ceremony. The tree, like the famed cherry trees in Washington, DC, is a
Yoshino cherry.
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Upcoming Events
Christmas Boutique 							

Saturday, December 11, 9am-1pm
Cookie platters, raffle of gift certificates, Joshua’s Store and tours of the decorated mansion house.
The event will be December 11, a week later than usual so the cookies will be fresher for Christmas gatherings.

Abe Lincoln’s Songbook

							Sunday, February 20, at 2 pm

Presented by Peter Piacquadio and musicians
Come hear the music which Abraham Lincoln loved. Brass trio with narration.

Sherlock's Books									

Sunday, March 27, at 2 pm
Presented by Bob Madison
What books influenced Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, his detective creation Sherlock Holmes, and the ever congenial Dr. Watson? For
the answers, come hear the results of Bob Madison’s sleuthing.

Open House 									

Saturday, May 28, at 2 pm
Annual open house with free tours for all and the opening of the season's featured exhibit of Victorian children's clothing.

Reminisce with Gert								Sunday,

June 5, at 2 pm
Join us as Gertrude Smith shares her memories of the history of the trust. She and her husband Isaac were part of the history for
over forty years of the museum's development.

Annual Cemetery Tour 							

July and August Dates to be Determined

Who Was ‘Crazy Harry’?								

Sunday, September 18, at 2 pm
Presented by Suzanne Matteson
Suzanne will share her research on Harry Babcock, whose portrait is featured in both the Museum house and the Stonington
Historical Society Palmer Mansion.

